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MINI TEST

The Outlaw line is hot news in product portfolio of dutch brand FFWD; it’s 
XC model is aimed at weight among other things. This is being confirmed also 
by weighing-machine which shows really interesting values of 690g/820g for 
front/rear wheel of 29 inch version. Straightpull spokes are used together 
with DT Swiss 240 hubs. Centerlock disc rotors find their place here. The 
brand bet for 3-crossed spoking. Special shims used inside the rim under 
nipples should support the rigidity and robustness of the wheels as they 
spread the tension in carbon layers allowing higher spoke tensioning. The 
rims are constructed from UD carbon core and 3K top layer. Beliefe in 
tubeless systems is reflected by hookless rims of 21 mm height. Rim width of 
29.5 mm is very interesting – yes, it is really XC product! FFWD is aware of (or 
confirms the trend) benefit of wider rims construction for all disciplines. 
Asymetric rims which allow better balanced spoke tension distribution and 
thru axles are quite expected at this price point and it is nothing to 
emphasise. Manufacturer have not forgot to install also the tubeless tape into 
the rim bed and enclose the valves suitable for tubeless usage. This setup is 
pretty easy to use, you need to buy only tubeless seal and tires. Nice to see 
that wheels kit contains also 6-bolt reductions allowing you to use 6-bolt 
rotors.

Rolling ease was quite expected, especially while we put Maxxis Ikon 3C 
MaxSpeed on the testing wheels. Acceleration was markably better in 
comparison with original, pretty good wheelset. We always point out that 
the base of each good bike is the wheelset – and FFWD is able to persuade

even non-believers by it’s product. The easiness! No need to marvel, weight is 
very low and we could rely on outstanding rigidity. Riding rough and 
technically hard trail was free of any pliantness  feelings, strong pedaling had 
always response of immediate acceleration or overcoming the obstacle. 
When hands moved the handlebars to change the course, bike went 
obediently wanted direction without lagging or flexing.

Wheelset is very rigid according to our experinece; however, even hardtail 
owners need no worries of harshness thank to spokes crossing and low-
profiled rims.Wheels are able to absorb vertical hits very well what is really 
positive. We had no chance to check endurance of carbon rims during our 
almost one month testing. Actually, fortunatelly.

We appreciate also hubs behaviour altough we had no time to test their 
endurance in this MiniTest article. Ratchet system construction ensured 
troublfree peddaling and absolute sureness of each stroke. We did not 
realized any skip or inappropriate casette body behaviour.

Besides this tested XC version there is offered also AM version with 3 mm 
wider rim or BOOST hubs versions. Matter of course is offered 27.5 together 
with 29 inch sizes and all common casette systems. With the fact, it was one 
of the best wheelsets we have ever tested, corresponds the price of 54 990 
CZK.

plus 
low weight, rigidity combined with comfort, excellent ease of 
riding and accelerating, wider rims, practical kit – rotor 
reductions, tubeless tape and valves.
minus
not found
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